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LIS T OF PAT E N T C L A I M S 

Issued. from the United States Patent Olllce 

FOR THE WEEK ENDING FEB. 19, 1856. 

SOWING SEED BROAD-CAST-Edward H. Berry. of 
Hudson. N. H.: I claim the perforated sowing cylinder. 
C. and the secondary internal perforated . distributing 
cylinder. 12. connected with the hopper at Its center by 
the tubes, I I, with its central portion or tube enlarged so 
as to distribute the seed evenly to the whole length of 
the lower portion of the !'lowing cylinder. in order that 
the seed may be cast or sown evenly broad-cast over the 
soil. essentially in the manner and for the purpose set 
forth. 

FORKs-Sherburne C. Blodgett. of Philadelphia. Pa. ; 
I claim the construction Oil', forks with a metal web or 
Iheets between a part of the' prongs, as described. 

FOUNTAIN PEN-Henry A. Brown and James Wiley, 
of Brooklyn, N. Y.: We claim the making ofthe pen, A, 
with a solid half circular head, H. and arranging it to 
slide into the pen holder. {having a face plate,}; and e2. 
a� set forthJ iO as to operate 3.3 a slide valve or cut-off to 
the flow of ink. when operated substantially as set forth 
and in form and ma.nner, and for the purposes described. 

SAW ING MARBLE-Wallis Bull and George Bull, of 
Towanda, Pa,: We claim securing the saws, H H, in the 
frame, ]), by means of the boxes, E, provided with roll· 
en, j, and rods. G, having' on the inner ends I>wivel boxes. 
I. to which the ends of the saws are attached, whereby 
the saW8 may be properly strained in the saw frame, 
and at the same time allowed to move laterally therein. 

COOKING STOVEs-Abner Burnham. of Albany. N. Y.: 
I do not claim the placin,; of an air chamber or air flues, 
around the fire chamber nor over the upper fire flues of 
stoves, nor the curying of an air passage or radiator 
through the smoke pipe or chimney as sepnrate and dis
tillct parts of the apparatus, as each of them may be found 
in some existing stoves. 

But I claim the combination olan air chamber surround
ing the rue chamber. having inle13 for the admission of 
air from with'lut, with an air flue lying between the top of 
the fire chamber with its fiue and the top plate of the 
stove. together with an outlet from the same by a pipe or 
radiator placed within the smoke pipe or tiues, substan· 
tially as set forth. 

ROLLING lh::'I'AL-G. H. Corliss and E. Harris.afProv
ide nee. R. 1.: First, we claim the combination of the reo 
ciproeatin� roller carriage • .l!" with the guides, D D, and 
a table. }3. substantially as described. 

Second. we claim ra.ising the roller. G, for the purpose 
of placing the work between it and the table, C, by fitting 
the roller carriage, l!", to the oblique slots, e e, in the slid· 
ing box�s. E 1"; ,and providing latches. L L. operating as de
scribed to secure the carriage in the sliding boxe� durin� 
the rolJing operation, but to loosen them and allow them 
to run up the lilots. a:l set forth. at the termination of the 
leturn movement of the roller. 

Third. we claim the arrangement of the crank shafts, 
J, relatively to the rolling table, C, and roUer carriage. 
1", substantially as described for the purpose set forth. 

FORGING THIMBJ,ES_G. n. Corliss and E. Harris. of 
Providence. R. I.: )Ve clain:t. first, the employment of 
forging thimbles of an anvil, O. and hammers, a a. opera
ting substantially as set forth. 

Second. in combination with the arrangement of the 
shafts of the eccentrics out of the stock:!. F .l!', which carry 
the hammers or squeezers. we claim the incliued guides, 
h h. to receive the said stocks a.fter the withdrawal of the 
eccentrics. and the levers. b b' b b' and k. tor the move
ment ofthe stocks up the said guides to withdraw the 
hammers or squeezers from the interior of the thimble to 
admit of its removal from the machine. all arranged. 
operating liubstantially as set forth. 

VAULT CovERs-Johnll.Cornell, of New York City i 
I claim the flat faced panes of glass secured in ,positions 
that bring their exposed surfaces (or a little above) the 
upper faces of the bars of the metallic frame. when said 
ban have grooves between their !laid upper faces which 
form �utters around the panes of glass, for the purposes set 
forth. 

GRAPPLE :FOR RAISING STONE-Marcus M. Cass and 
L. R. Bigelow. of Watkins, N. Y.: We claim the combi· 
nation ofthe lever�. braces. and wedge. substantially as 
���:�re�t��� t::a��t�die�� :h:��e
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body is applied to the wedge, and through it to the levers 
to cause their jaws to tightly grasp and hold the body to 
be raised. as set forth. 

SEW ING GUIDEs-Seth P. Chapin, of New York. N. 
Y.: I do not claim a device invented by S. C. Blodgett 
for cording umbrella covers, in usa of which the edge of 
the cloth in a partially turned state is guided in a slot and 
a turn over the cord completed by passing under the 
pre,�ser. the parts forming the sidesofthe slot bein;neith
er curved nor crossing. and the onc conveying the cord 
terminating at �ome distance from the presser. 

But I claim the method of forming hems on the edge of 
flexible materials by means of Jolding guides made to 
turn the edge ldO.:;I or more. substantially as described. 

And in combination with guides substantial1y as de. 
scribed, I also claim the employment of a spring, F, or 
analogous device. lst. to hold and guide a piece o'r cloth 
by an edge or plait. 2d, to cause the cloth to follow the 
guides placed between it and the needle with certainty. 
3d to keep the cloth on a stretch while the stitch is be
ing drawn. 

SE'EDING MACHINEs-Stephen Gorsuch. of Altona, 
Pa.: I do not claim the distrIbuting device. for the same 
plan ill in common use. 

Hut I claim placing the screw.!!, I J. in the conveying 
tube or spout. G, the front and back sides of the tube 01' 
spout being open substantially as described for the pUr
pose specified. 

POWER Loo)[8-John Johnson. orTroy, N. Y.: I do not 
claim a double shed. 

But I claim inserting the wires at the lIame instant the 
shuttle is thrown. by which I save a pick by the employ
ment thereof of a double shed, in the mam�er set forth. 

I also claim the vibrating belt or its equivalent, to which 
the wires are connected, arranged, and c3mbined, sub
stantiallyas set forth. 

FLEXlnLE PEN HOLDER_F. J. Klein, of New York 
Cir: : I claim a pen holder. constructed irl two distinct 
b� sh�nab:� l�i:�:\��:i�;iilin:'��t��li� t��!�,
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cruro. 
I also claim the peculiar formation of the chamber in 

section, a. and of the arm of the lever. by meam of which 
forma.tion and adaptedness each to the other. the holder is 
rendered more symmetrical. compact. and a movement of 
the aforesaid levers permitted only in one direction, and 
for a limited didance. and a motion in any other direction 
13 absolutely prevented. 

MOLE OF DRAINING PLows-A. Marquiss E. Marquiss. and C. Marquiss. of Monticello, Ill .. aY{d Charles l<':merson, of Decatur. Ill.: We are aware that mole plows for forminr; subterranean drains have been used. therefore we dl) not claim the principle of forming underground drains by the use of such. 
But we claim the peculiar shape of the mole A. which enables its forward movement to form a subterr�n�an perforation whose top and sides will be densely and smoothly compressed. and whose bottom will be left almost entirely ncompress.)d.!ill bstantiaUy in the manner and for the purpose set t)rth. 
W. also claim tbe givinr the tail, a. of the mole such a shape and position that it wlll serve to close up the :dit cut by the mole lihank. B, in forming a perfoution, and abo serve to lead the mole upward:t to the surface of the cround al soon as the beam. E, is allowed to turn on its a.Xil.iUbJta.ntially AI set forth. 
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ces. L C, and beam, D, constructed in the manner and for 
the purpose set forth. 

TENONING WINDOW BLINDS-J. H. Palmer. of Elmi
ra, N. Y. : I do not claim the disks, J J. and carriage, M, 
in themselves considered, nor when operating conjointly, 
irrespective of the peculiar manner of operating the 
disks. as described. 

I claim operating the disks. J J, to which the cutters, 
K, are attached by means of the cams. G G, arranged sub· 
stantially as shown and for the purpose specified. 

BILLIARD TABLE CUSHIONs-Michael Phelan. of New 
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leather, E. arranged, combined. and applied. and opera
ting substantially as and lor the purpose set forth. 

[Several engravings illustrative of the above excellent 
invention will be found in No. 15. of our present volume.] 

ApPLYING SHAi'TS TO AXLEs-Charles S. Pitman. of 
Swampscot. Mass.: I do not claim the mere use of rubber 
either to act as a spring, 01' to plevellt wear and noise. 
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downward movement of the shaft. not only thtl bolt but 
the connection fork will be protected from wear and lia
Lility to make a noise. while under the liudden starting or 
stopping of the draft animal connected to the shaft, and 
the strain on the bolt and fork will be eased by the spring 
or elasticity of the bolt protector. 

TEMPLES FOR LOOMs-Rensselaer Reynolds, of Stock
port. N. Y.: I claim the arrangement and gear, substan
tially as shown and described. of the shank, D, of the 
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the operation together, essentially as specified. 
CONSTRUCTION OF' PESSARIEs-F. Roesler, of New 

York City; I claim an instrument composed of a ring, A. 
and two su:pporting pieces, Ii n, hinged thereto by 
spring stop hmges. substantially as described. either with 
or wirhout a front or ba.ck supporting piece, a. 

And 1 also claim fitting the supporting pieces, A A, to 
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reO��{h�1:::es being set obliquely to the ring or extended 

H{lDS J'on CARRIAGEs-Joseph Smith, of Sunbury, 
Dela.ware Co., 0.: I am aware that friction rollers have 
been used for relieving the friction on the hubs of vehi
cles, this I do not claim. 

Hut 1 claim the combination with the axle of vehicles 
of a segmental box, c c. slotted cylinder. d, and friction 
roUers, r' r', all arranged and operated substantially as set 
forth. 

PRINTING FROM ENGRAVED PLATES-J. F. Starrett. 
of New York City: I claim, first. one or more traveling 
platforms attached to revolving arms. and carrying en· 
graved plates from inking to wiping, and then to printing 
apparatm in succession. or to any two such, such appara
tus being so arranged that the last and first of the series 
ard next in succession, and the arms revolve in the same 
direction continuousl?:, substantially in the manner and 
fOs���td�rrci:i

s�P:���i��' engraved plates which Are car-
ried around in the circumt't:Jrence of a circle to be IJub. 
mitted to a printing cylinder in a line parallel to its own 
axis. and not in radial lines of the circle in which the 
plates are carried, and then permitting them to pass in 
contact with said cylinder ill lines perpendicular thereto, 
and not in the arc of a circle. substantially in the manner 
described, 

Third. I claim imparting to a plate or plates thu� hand
ed. a zig-za� or devious progressive mation. while they 
are passing 1D contact with certain cloths or rollers, sub-
st'W��;I:, ir ��:i:a�h�ed��1b\�r ���n��ffoo;eb:r,;�!�e�he 
plates or their beds, and the handing or carrying arms. as also grooved tracks. or their equivalents, acting upon bedd 
so attached. and abo these two in combination. substantially in the manner and for the purposes specified. 

Jo'ifth. I claim such jlexibll! connection in combination with a stop whereby an engraved plate carried upon a revolving arm, is properly presented to the action of the impression cylinder. substantially as specified. 
of
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having a zit;-zag progressive motion. substantially in the 
manner described. 

Seventh, I claim an automatic oscillating receiving ta-
��Yn\�di������!!i����he�f:h��fn�PJifi!e���f :��!��r:t� 
ed thereon. so that similar sheets may be laid in the same 
pile. substantially as specified. 

Eighth, I claim vibrating chops or fingers in combina
tion with the tapes for completing the deli very of a print
ed sheet. and depositing it upon a table, SUbstantially as 
specified. 

SAWING MARDLE IN OBELISK FORM-Philip Scrag 
and W. J Von Kammerhueber. of Washin'5toll uity. D. 
C. : We do not limit ourselves to the material or Lrm of 
the diffe rent parts of our machine. as long as the peculiar 
character of the said parts is retained. and we do also not 
limit ourselves to the material which shall be sawn by 
this machine. 

\OVe do not claim the use of pulleys. belts, or their equiv· 
alents and guides for the sale purpose of converting the ��s
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of belts or chains, as these all have been done prior to our 
invention. 

But we claim. first, the described use of belts. or their 
equi valellts, adjustable in their length, substantially as de
scribed. in combination with the saw frames in which the 
saws are strained. independently of said belts. "'hose ad
justability is iolely for the purpose of permitting change 
in the distance, or in the angle of the !>aws. 

Second. we claim the saw lIupporters adjusbble both 
horizontally and vertically, substantially a,s described. 
whereby they are enabled. when cutting parallel or in· 
clined grooves. to place the saws in the same plane. that 
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to place the saws in different planes. the and above the 
other. 

Second. we claim the vertical adjustability of tile roller. 
03. upon the ::;haft. r·. of the straining apparatus. which 
permtts the retention of the belts in a horizontal plane 
whether the sa ws and their frames are placed in the same 
or in different horizontal planes. as described. 

PREPARING VEGETABLES rOR PRESERVATION-M.B. 
Southwick. of St. Hilaire, C. E. Patented in England, 
Sept. 15, 1853 : I claim the improved mode described of 
separating the skins 01' peels of potatoes and other veget
able�.!from the pulp, and skins together. against the den
ticulatelor serrated edges of pieces of metal. or other 
material, whether such pieces be aquiline shapes or oth. 
erwise. provided the skms are caught by the teeth and 
aYe thereby separated and taken from the pulp. whether 
the teeth be shaped like saw teeth 01' otherwise. or wheth. 
ar the working table be of circular form and revolving. or 
be ma.de of any other shape, and caused to vibrate and 
move from side to side. to produce the effect of the cir. 
cular trough or table described. 

FURNACES FOK HEATING SLUGS FOR HATTF.RS AND 
TAILORs-Russed \Vildman. of Charlestown. Mass.: I 
claim the plate, k, in combination with the fire box. and 
lifting arrangement. substantially in the m:.mner and for 
the purpose described. 

STAVE MACHINE-G. W. Livermore. (assignor to Liv
ermore Manufacturing 00 .. ) of Cambridgeport. Mass.: I 
claim the described machine for jointing'. crozing and 
chamfering staves, consisting essentially of the clamp for 
holding the staYe. the jointers,D. and the crozing cham
fering- cutters, combined and operating in the manner 
substantially as set forth. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURES ON JAP.iNNJ:D SUR:rACl!:S. 
-II. L. Smith, of Gambier. 0 .• (assignor to Wm. & Peter 
Neff. Jr .• of Cincinnati. Ohio) : I claim the obtaining of 
positive impressions upon a japanned surface previously 
prepared upon an iron or other metallic or mineral sheet 
or plate, by means of collodion. and a solution of a salt of 
silver, and a cam.era, substantially as described. 

RE-ISSUES. 
TICKET REGISTER :FOR R. R. CARs-Wm. Aperly, of 

New York City. Patented originally May 1st, 1855, I 
claim proyiding a Imitable box, A. tor holding the ticket! 
�nl �:ti�h�n�a

t�!:�f�:ldk��;t�i�d!���llEPth� slf�: 
eb, in combination with th8 employment and arrange
ment on top of the ticketll. of. spring or weighted follow
er, D. substanttally as and for the purpOie ilot forth. 

I also cla.im providing the extension or Rffitlll box, E, 
and inclined way, n, substantially as and for the purpose 
set forth. 

[For engravings R.nd explanations of this invention. see 
Vol. 10. SCI. Au .• page 3lG.] 

HARVESTING MACHINES-J. H. M3:nny, of Rockford, 
II!. (assignor to P. n. Watson. of'Vashington, D. C.) Pat
ented originally Oct. 17. 1854. Ante·dated June 15. 1854: 
In machines for reaping alld mowing. where the joint by 
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a draft bar or tongue constructed and extending backward 
over the main frame, and connecting it with a suitable de
vice for supporting it at various hights. whereby the cut
ter can be conveniently adjusted to different hights by an 
attendant on the main frame. substantially as set forth. 

ADDITIONAL Il'tIPROVEMENT. 
DAGUERREOTYPE CASES-J. F. M�scher. of Philadel. 

phia, Pa. : Patented ori.g-inally March 9. 1853: I claim the 
combination and arrangement of a series of leaves of any 
suitable material. containing photographic or other picto
rial representations (interspersed or not with blank or 
printed leaves) with the supplementary lid or adjustable 
flap. containing a lens or lel.ses, 31; described, the same 
bemg united or bound together so as to form a book, as 
described. 

DESIGN. 
PAR Lon STOVE._,\Vm. T. Coggeshall. of Fall River, 

Mass. 
NOTE-More than one·third of all the patents granted 

as above were obtained through the Scientific American 
Agency. Quite a number of hilJhly· important and valua· 
ble invention! are embra.ced among the number. The 
opening spring promises to be an unusually favorable sea· 
son for inventors. Bmine!!� of all kinds appears to be revi· 
ving ; money is becoming more plenty; speculative in
vestments are in demand; holders of patent rights will 
therefore enjoy better chances of realizing from their 
patcnhl than tl:ver before. 

------���.�----
[For the Scientific American.] 

Pressure of the ·Wind. 

On page 103, present Vol. SCIENTIFIC AMER
ICAN, iu answer to your correspondent" lIf. P., 
of Md.," you say, "The data of Mr. Conger 
and ourselves respecting the amount of atmos
pheric pressure on a square foot, was obtained 
from tables of experiments, with apparatus 
measuring the wind's velocity." 

As regards myself, you were not wholly cor
rect. I have met with no table of experiments 
giving the pressure per square foot of the wind 
impinging on a surface. All that have come 
under my notice were obtained by causing the 
body to·revolve against the air, which were, 
necessarily, attended with uncertainty. 

The data were the immutable principles of 
nature which govern matter in motion, and 
the result was obtained by calculation based 
on them. 

When mattpr is acted on by a force it will 
tend to move with a velocIty, directly, as the 
intensity and duration of the action of the 
for�e, and inversely as the mass of matter act
ed on. 

When a unit of matter is acted on by a unit 
of force during a unit of time, it will, if free 
to move, acquire a unit of velocity. 

Wlwn moving matter has its motion arrest
ed, it imparts a force to the obstacle arresting 
its motion, equal to the force that gave it mo
tion. 

The truth of these premises has been proven 
by observation of the heavenly bodies, demon
strated by investigation, and verified by exper
iments j and it flows immediately from them, 
and experiments have also verifier:;' the fact; 
that fluids, when impingIng perpendicularly 
on a plane, impart a force as the mass imping
ing aud the velocity with which they impinge. 
Hence, by putting p=the pressure, v=the ve
locity, m=the weight of fluid impinging per 
unit of time, and g=the velocity imparted to 
a unit of matter by a unit of force in a unit 
of time, we have v=g+mp, from which, to de
termine the value of p, we obtainp=v+gm. 

By assuming the first and second as units 
of space and time, and a mass weighing one 
pound, and the actio� of gravity on it as the 
units of matter and force, the unit of velocity 
is found to be 32·1598 feet per second. And, 
as the number of cubic feet of fluid whichim
pinge on a foot area per second, will equal the 
velocity, by putting w=the weight of a cubic 
foot of fluid, we have m=wv j and the pres
sure per square foot=p=v+gwv, from which 
we obtain p=w+v2• 

Atmospheric air weighing about ·07358 Ibs. 
per cubic foot, when air is considered w+g= 
·002288, which may be represented by a, when 
the expression takes the simple form p=av'. 
That is, the square of the velocity of a current 
of air multiplied by ·002288, gives the con
staut pressure per square foot. 

One mile per hour is 1·46666 feet per second j 
and one hundred miles per hour is 146·666 feet 
second. And by the rule ·002288X146·666' 

=49 ·2 Ibs. per square foot, pressure. At 30 
miles per hour, equal to 44 feet per second, the 
pressure will amount to but 4·43 lbs. per 
square foot j whilst at 200 miles per hour it 
will be 196 ·6 1bs . 

Cf course, no more than a close approxima
tion to the truth is intended by the above, as 
the pressure will vary with circumstances
the form of the body, etc.-but the pressure 
will generally be greater than that indicated 
by the formula. 

These calculations may be useful to persons 
attempting to make a flying machine, for it is 
demonstrable that no balloon can be construct
ed to carry an engine powerful enough to im
pel it, even at a moderate rate, through the air, 
and that no machine can be made to sustain 
itself in the air by mere sails or wings. 

J. B. CONGER. 
Jackson, Tenn., February 1856. 

[The tables of experiments referred to by 
us, of which there are not a few,agree exactly 
with the calculations of Mr. Conger. 

.'�r" 
(For the Scientific American.) 

Stall. Cutters and lIusl. Splitters. 
MESSRS. EDITORS-I noticed recently a com

munication signed" Farmer," and hailing from 
Chicago, Ill., the writer whereof offers to assure 
any man a fortune who will put in that market 
a cutting box, simple enough, as I understand 
him, to be easily understood and worked by 
common farm hands, and firm enough of con 
struction to cut corn stalks as an every-day 
business, and not get "out of kilter." If he 
will put his proposition in the shape of an offer 
to pay a delinite and sufficient sum, either for 
a certain number of machines or for a territori
al right to make and sell the same, said offer 
to be accompanied with proper vouchers that 
the "root of all evil" shall be forthcoming 
I will engage to furnish the machines or right, 
payment for either to be conditional on the 
satisfactory workiug of the cutter, to be tested 
by disinterested parties. 

Another correspondent earlier in the season 
was calling from the South for a "Corn Husk 
Splitter," to prepare husks for mattrasses. If 

made sure of the pay aud enough of it to pay, 
provided the machine works, I will furnish one 
that shall be simple, not liable to get out of 

repair, and not require beyond a two-boy power 
to prepare at least 500 lbs. of husks per day 
ready for use or for the market. 

INNOMINATA. 

Fairmount, Marion Co., Va., Jan. 30, 1856. 
---�-�-.. �-----

Cowrie Gum. 

MESSRS. EDITORS-I noticed an article in a 
recent number of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, on 
" Cowdee Gum';' which no doubt is the same 
as the article sold in this market as New Zea
land gum copal in contradistinction to the 
African, and is !old in London under the name 
of " C owrie Gum." It is found buried to the 
depth of some feet in the sand hills of Austra
lia, where it has probably lain, the Lord only 
knows how long, like the Zanzibar copal, which 
is supposed to be the gum of a tree long since 
extinct, as no vestage of a tree now remains in 
the vicinity. In Australia it is supposed to 
have come from the C owrie pine, hence its 
name. The whale ship Robert Pulifard brought 
a cargo of it into Lynn more than ten years 
ago, and cargoes of it have since been import
ed into Boston and Salem, and there is now 
over five hundred tuns in the two places for 
sale. I imported hundreds of tuns from Eng
land years ago, at a price which did not pay 
the expenses of transportation, &c., from Aus
tralia, when they could not give it away in 
England, and the consumption of it in this 
country was considerable before it was used in 
England. It was sold at one time as low aB 
three or four cents per pound, and afterwards 
went up to 25 ets., and is now selling at 10 a 
12 cts . in the rough state . M. F. F. 

Boston, Feb., 1856. .. - ... 
Growlh of Western Towns. 

Oshkosh is a city of about 5500 inhabitants, 
aud is built upon the western shore of Lake 
Winnebago, below the junction or union of the 
Fox and Wolf rivers in Wisconsin, and has, 
in a few years, from a state of wilderness, be
come an active and flourishing city. Its pros
pects for agricultural and mechanical pursuits 
are very bright. though at present lumbering 
is its leading bnsiness. It is but little known. 
Its recent growth accounts for this. A. V. P. 

.. '_ .. 
A correspondent suggests that the brittle 

iron described on page 184, was never annealed 
and had been sent by mistake for malleable 
iron. We were assured that the case was not 
a singular one . 
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